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WOMEN OF EGYPT

Nawal EI Saadawi : Woman and Psychological Struggle
"AI Mar'a Wal Sira' AI Nafsi" (Woman and
Psychological Struggle) by Dr. Nawal EI Saadawi is
an analysis of the problem of neuroses among
Egyptian women.·
From her long experience with women patients
Dr. EI-Saadawi had observed that a large number of
them exhibited neurotic symptoms. This caused
her to find out more about the problem.
She first conducted intensive investigations at
the psychiatric clinic of Ain Shams University. The
resu Its were astounding: 9.1 % of all female
students were diagnosed as neurotic compared to
6.2% of the male students. To control the factor of
education, she then examined records of one of the
governmental clinics in Cairo serving employees
and workers, most of whom did not have more
than elementary school education. The records
revealed that 7.17% of all female workers had been
diagnosed as neurotic compared to 5.02% of the
male workers. Thus two things seemed clear: First,
that Egyptian women exhibit a higher rate of
ne uroses than Egyptian me n and, second, that
educated women exhibit a higher rate of neuroses
than uneducated ones. Why is this so? What are
the main reasons behind neuroses among Egyptian
women? These are the question which the book
tries to answer.
Before starting to search for the causes of
neu roses, Dr. E I-Saadawi ra ises the problem of
defining the t e rm . There has been a lot of
controversy among medical doctors and
psychologists over the meaning of neuroses. This,
she argues, is due to the misunderstanding of the
causes and the nature of the problem. One thing is
clear: it's a pSllchological , not a mental, problem_
In general terms, neuroses can be defined as
certain patterns of behavior which result when a
person has difficulties in adjusting with internal
and external pressures. These patterns often appear
in the forms ')f depression, unhappiness,
headaches, laziness, lack of nitiative, insomnia,
nightmares, loss of appetite, loss of sexual desire
and others.
To study the problem, Dr. EI-Saadawi
interviewed a purposive samp Ie of 160 Egyptian
women divided into four categories: educated
neurotic, educated "normal", uneducated neurotic,
and uneducated "normal." Her interviews with
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these women were indepth, unstructured, and
informal. They were meant to break all barriers
between her and her interviell'lees and, hence, to
help them talk frp,~ly about their feelings and pasts.
The fa c tors she though t cou Id be most
relevant, and therefore condusive, to neuroses were
the woman's childhood, teenage years, work,
marital status, and psychological conditions such as
dreams, fears, attitudes, memories, etc.
Results showed that the main reasons behind
neuroses among Egyptian women were:
1. Male domination in the family (found in 29%
of the neurotic cases).
2. Failure to fulfill one's self or ambitions (28%).
3. Failure in emctional and marital relationships
(22%).
4. Failure in sexual satisfaction (13%).
5.

Other reasons (8%)

These factors slightly varied between educated
and uneducated women. Among the ':lne'ducated
neurotic women, the male domination factor is the
most important (36% of all the cases). Among the
educated neurotic women, failure to fulfill one's
self or ambitions had more importance (30%).
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When comparing neurotic women to "normal"
ones, the study reveals that neurotic women in
general are more ambitious and more rebellious
against their social environment. The educated
neLlrcitic woman faces conflicts when she has to
cho o~e between her ambitions, education and
career on the one hand, and her duties as a
housewife on the other.
At the same time, neuroses appear in the
uneducated woman when she feels that she has lost
her opportunities for an education or a career.
Hence , she becomes reduced into a baby-making
machine without any chances to develop herself
outside her house and family.
The "normal"Egyptian woman, however, is the
one who accepts her fate and her conditions
without questioning them.
As Dr. E I-Saadawi puts it, one of the most
important results of the study was that intellectual
and social problems play a much more important
role in neuroses than sexual and emotional
problems.
The study reveals that the suppression of
sexual desires is closely related to the suppression
of intellectual satisfaction. When a woman loses
her opportunity to become aware of her conditions

and to think freely, she loses her opportunity to
act freely.
Another misunderstanding of neuroses which
the study refutes is that it is hereditary or a
physical problem which allows doctors to cure
their patients by giving them tranquilizers, pills and
shots. These kinds of treatments, Dr. EI-Saadawi
argues, are useless and will not cure the patient.
Doctors must understand, she says, that the
causes of neuroses lie not in a woman's head or
body, but in her social conditions: in her school,
family, and street.
In conclusion, Dr. EI-Saadawi states that the
problem of neuroses is a pOlitical problem as much
as it is a medical one. One of the most serious
drawbacks of the medical profession in our age is
that it separates the human body from the social
factors surrounding it. Curing women's problems is
closely related to women's liberation, and in turn
women's liberation is closely related to social
liberation - the liberation of the human being
from all forms of discrimination and exploitation.
Nada Khuri
·Publisher: Madbouli, Egypt, 1983

Nadia Hamza: The First Woman Film Director in Egypt
Nadia Hamza's love for the cinema goes back
to her childhood days when she used to live in the
city of Port Said, on the Mediterranean Sea, North
of Cairo .
"I don't known why I loved the cinema so
much she said in an interview. * All I remember is
that I used to go very often to movies. Then,
immediately after watching a film, rush and write a
film critique on a small piece of paper. I used to
wait impatiently for the specialized mov ie
magazines to come out in order to read what the
f i I m critics wrote so I wou Id com pa re my
comments with theirs. My joy was great when I
didn't find much difference between their opinion
and mine.
When my family moved to Cairo, I worked as a
journalist in the labor section of an evening paper,
then in the arts section of "AI Goumhouriah"
newspaper. After that, I managed to find a job in
"AI Kawakeb," one of the most popu lar
entertainement magazines in Egypt.

It is there where I really started making
contacts with artists, actors, producers and film
di rectors. At the same time, I learnt that the
Cinema Institute was giving a course in script
writing as part of its extension program, so I took
it.
After completing the course, I submitted my
resignation to "AI Kawakeb" and contacted my
teacher, film director, Niazi Mustafa reminding him
of a promise he had made to let me be his assistant
once I had finished studying.
As promised, lV1ustafa took me as a trainee film
d irector for the film "Fares Bani Hamdan" (The
Knight of Hamdan).
The first film for which I earned a wage as
assistant film director was "Saghira Ala AI Hobb"
(Too Young to Love). After that, I graduated from
second assistant, to first assistant, to
fi 1m
director."
Nadia recalls her first two hours as film
director and said she felt nervous and lost her
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